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Buddy is in his room playing video games.

Buddy is a blob of slime who wears a red hat. He's good at 

making friends and wants to be a famous video game player 

when he's older. He lives in a town full of humans. His family is 

the only slime family living out in the country.





Buddy used to live in a country with all sorts of families of 

slime. Buddy had many friends in his old house but then he 

moved to a new country and now he has to make new friends. 

However he is bad at it because everyone is human.





Buddy tries to do magic tricks for the other kids but it doesn't 

work because his magic is made out of slime. Then Buddy tries 

to give people piggy back rides. Sadly that doesn't work because 

the other kids stick to his back. Buddy feels left out. 





So Buddy decides to go search for other kids made out of slime. 

While he is searching he finds some humans that want to be 

friends with him! They like that he is made out of slime. They 

play tag and Ring Around the Rosie. Buddy feels better than 

he's ever felt before! 





The End.
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